
CreditBox Launches New Website with Updated Look 
 
In June 2020, CreditBox launched their new website to provide an enhanced and efficient 
customer experience.  
 
This launch comes 3 years after the most recent website redesign, and with each update, 
CreditBox continues to hone in on what is important to the customer and how to improve the 
experience from start to finish. 
 
CreditBox now provides customers a new minimalistic design, which was created to provide a 
more streamline process. With a ‘less is more’ approach, CreditBox focused on making 
information easy to find and simple to understand, all while offering the convenience of being 
able to go through the entire loan process from the comfort of your home. No need to leave 
work or find transportation to a location in order to receive your funds. 
 
“The launch of the new CreditBox website is one we have been extremely excited to announce” 
says a CreditBox company spokesman. “The customer experience is new and improved and the 
design and layout focus on getting the customer to the information they require quickly, 
whether that be a new blog post, a question on the FAQ page or the online application itself.” 
 
Customers can find this website at the same URL, “CreditBox.com” but don’t expect to find the 
same website. Offering solely an online product, speed of the website was crucial in 
development. It was also important that contact information be easy to access when customers 
have questions or would like to discuss the products and application in more depth.  
 
One thing that hasn’t changed with this new website, is the speed of the approval process. The 
application takes a matter of minutes to complete and someone from the CreditBox customer 
support team will be in contact moments after the application is submitted. From there, 
customers can expect to receive their funds as soon as the next day. 
 
With brand new blogs published each week CreditBox continues to provide valuable 
information to their customers with a range of topics. Within the blog one can find tips on 
homeownership, how the installment loan process works, to lifestyle topics like the best places 
to take a weekend trip or money saving party ideas. Important company updates, community 
events and giveaways can also be found on the CreditBox blog. 
 
 
About CreditBox 
 
CreditBox, which launched in 2013, lets borrowers obtain cash loans in six states: Illinois, 
Missouri, Nevada, New Mexico, Tennessee, Utah and Wisconsin. We specialize in affordable 
short-term loans that can be received in as little as twenty-four hours. We provide consumers 
with the finances they need to use to cover a shortfall in funds or a financial emergency such as 



car payments and repairs, rent, groceries, vacation and bills. Unlike some other lenders, we 
offer financing to almost everyone, even those who have less than perfect credit. 
 
Consumers can apply for loans online at http://www.Creditbox.com/Apply. Questions? Call 
888-669-4227 to speak with an expert representative. 
 


